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You	can	find	the	most	recently	updated	information	for	this	career	
in the Doula	Business	Owner	Certificate	Course	offered	by	Inter-
national	Association	of	Professions	Career	College	(also	known	as	
IAP	Career	College)	at	iapcollege.com. Visit Doula	Business	Owner	
Certificate	Course	to	learn	more.
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1. Introduction

1.1	 What	is	a	Doula?
Working as a doula is truly wonderful, exhilarating, exhausting, stressful and 
magical work. We have the honor of seeing some of life’s most miraculous and 
devastating moments on a day-to-day basis. We also have the responsibility 
and opportunity to help improve the support of birthing families, one birth at 
a time. What a privilege!

—		 Anna	Hurty,	CCBE,	CD*	(DONA) 
Doula, Childbirth Educator

	 Birth	Garden,	Berkeley,	California
	 (*Note:	CCBE	stands	for	“Certified	Child	Birth	

Educator”;	CD	stands	for	“Certified	Doula”)

Doula	is	a	Greek	word	meaning	“servant.”	In	the	world	of	labor	and	
delivery,	a	doula	is	a	part	of	the	birth	team	who	supports	the	mother	
emotionally	and	physically	during	birth	or	helps	the	new	mother	
adjust	to	her	new	role	after	the	birth.	There	are	three	types	of	doulas:	
birth	doulas,	postpartum	(derived from the Latin ‘post’ meaning ‘after’ and 
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‘partum’ meaning ‘birth’; first used in 1846 per Merriam Webster dictionary) 
doulas,	and	antepartum	doulas	(meaning ‘before birth’).	

A	birth	doula	is	a	professional,	non-medical	labor	assistant	whose	
role	is	to	comfort	the	mother	and	father	during	birth,	act	as	a	liaison	
between	the	hospital	staff	and	the	birthing	family,	and	provide	one-
to-one	care	that	the	hospital	staff,	midwife	or	doctor	may	be	unable	to	
provide.	

A	postpartum	doula	cares	for	the	mother	and	infant	after	the	birth.	
She	helps	the	new	mother	cope	with	her	new	role,	performs	light	
housekeeping, guides the parents in newborn care, and runs errands.

Antepartum	doulas	provide	support	for	mothers	who	need	extra	help	
during	pregnancy,	like	women	with	high-risk	pregnancies	on	bed	
rest	or	severe	morning	sickness.	An	antepartum	doula	may	provide	
education, household help, bed rest assistance, meal preparation, and 
help with errands. 

A	birth	doula	may	work	independently,	alongside	a	midwife,	or	for	a	
hospital	or	birth	center.	She	may	attend	as	many	as	four	or	five	births	
per	month	or	as	few	as	one	every	other	month.	Doulas	who	work	for	
hospitals	may	work	with	families	more	often,	especially	if	they	are	
working	in	shifts	and	are	not	tied	to	particular	clients.	Doulas	may	be	
certified	childbirth	educators	or	volunteers.	

A	postpartum	or	antepartum	doula	may	work	independently	or	for	
an	agency.	She	may	work	only	a	few	hours	or	many	hours	per	week,	
depending	on	the	number	of	clients	she	assists.	Sometimes,	birth	doulas	
offer	antepartum	or	postpartum	services	to	select	clients,	or	conversely,	
antepartum	or	postpartum	doulas	may	offer	birth	doula	services	in	
certain situations. 

The	different	roles	a	doula	plays	will	be	explained	in	Chapter	7,	
“Getting	Hired.”

Being	a	doula	is	one	of	the	most	rewarding	careers	there	is.	In	what	
other	career	do	you	have	the	opportunity	to	regularly	witness	the	
miracle	of	creation?	How	many	people	touch	lives	as	deeply	as	doulas	
do?	Many	clients	keep	in	touch	with	their	doulas,	sending	them	
pictures	of	their	children	as	they	grow.	

http://www.fabjob.com
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There	is	a	wide	range	of	fees	for	doula	services,	which	we	will	talk	
about in Chapter 8. Few people become doulas intending to get rich 
financially	—	attending	births	and	empowering	women	feeds	their	
souls.	Many	are	avidly	interested	in	birth,	reading	every	book	on	the	
subject	and	watching	any	birth	video	that	comes	their	way.	A	doula	will	
be	the	first	person	to	stand	up	for	the	rights	of	women	and	children.	 
A doula does her work because that is her calling.

All	different	types	of	people	become	doulas,	such	as	mothers,	
grandmothers,	the	childless,	writers,	nurses	and	stay-at-home	mothers.	
Although	the	majority	of	doulas	are	women,	some	men	choose	this	as	
a	profession	as	well	(we’ll	talk	about	male	doulas	in	Section	9.4).	The	
reasons	people	become	doulas	are	just	as	varied	as	the	individuals	
themselves.

I started out as a social worker and always had a desire to work with women. 
When I discovered the work of doulas, I knew it was for me.

—	 Julie	Keon,	CD	(DONA)

I became a doula because I was called to it. I have been on a path to do this 
work my entire life.

—	 Lucky	J.	Tomaszek,	CD	(DONA)

I love birth — I love to try to ensure a safe passage for baby, as 
‘interventionless’ as possible, and I love to help ensure that moms have the 
gentle birth experience that every woman deserves.

—	 Teresa	Howard,	CD	(DONA)	and	childbirth	
educator

I became a doula because I recognized what was missing from my own first 
birth — and birth in general: other women who are there for MOM.

—	 Candace	Robinson,	CD	(DONA)

1.1.1	 Birth	Doula
I also feel a loving bond between myself and pregnant women. I understand 
their excitement and their worries as well as their discomforts and joy. I feel 
every emotion with them as they go on this incredible journey. For me, being 
a doula is a blessing and a job that I feel is my calling.

—	 Tracey	Dahlen,	CD

http://www.fabjob.com
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Birth	doulas	improve	the	experience	and	the	overall	outcome	of	
mothers	giving	birth.	Studies	have	shown	that	when	mothers	use	a	
doula	during	labor,	there	are	many	benefits	(from The Doula Advantage, 
by	Rachel	Gurevich).	Doulas…

•	Help	women	have	positive	birth	experiences.	

•	Decrease	the	need	for	pain	medication.	

•	Improve	breastfeeding	success.	

•	Reduce	the	need	for	C-sections	and	other	invasive	procedures.	

Also,	studies	have	shown	that	mothers	who	use	a	doula	have	a	lower	
incidence	of	postpartum	depression,	breastfeed	longer,	and	are	closer	
with	their	infants.	

What	Do	Moms	Have	to	Say	About	Doulas?

I will definitely use a doula again because it was a great confidence 
builder… for my husband and myself. My doula was able to take our 
fears and put them at ease in a matter of seconds, even during delivery.

—	 Katherine	Bohler

I thought a doula would reduce the privacy and intimacy of birth. Boy, 
was I wrong on that one! I used a doula for both of my births, and in the 
very unlikely event that I have another child I would definitely have a 
doula. She added to the birth experience. She helped to make labor more 
efficient.

—	 Mary	P.	Walker,	author	of	“The	Christian	
Family’s	Guide	to	Breastfeeding”

I think one of the greatest… parts of having a doula is how much it 
helped my husband… He didn’t have to worry about trying to tell me 
which way to breathe or guess when we should get in the car and go… 
I think that doulas don’t in any way detract from Dad’s role—rather 
they enhance it and help them to be able to experience the birth.

—	 Kira	Smith,	MEd,	ICCE* 
(*Note:	ICCE	stands	for	“ICEA	Certified	
Childbirth	Educator”)

http://www.fabjob.com
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Mothers	who	use	a	doula	are	happier	about	their	birth	experiences,	
no	matter	what	the	outcome,	because	a	doula’s	job	is	to	empower	her	
during	birth	and	support	her	unconditionally.

How	does	a	doula	do	this?	By	meeting	with	the	mother	before	the	birth,	
educating	her,	and	discussing	her	options	—	something	her	primary	
care	provider	may	not	have	time	for.	A	birth	doula	practices	comfort	
techniques and brings the experience and specialized training needed 
to	carry	out	these	special	comfort	measures.	A	birth	doula	is	available	
for	questions	24	hours	a	day.	The	doula	will	help	the	mother	labor	at	
home	until	she	is	ready	to	go	to	the	hospital	or	birthing	center,	or	until	
the	midwife	arrives	if	the	mother	is	planning	a	home	birth.

Doulas	provide	many	other	services	as	well,	which	we’ll	discuss	
throughout this guide.

1.1.2	 Postpartum	Doula
Some Greek people have told me that “doula” means “servant”, but I prefer 
to think of it as one Greek obstetrician told me — that “doulas” is a verb 
meaning “to serve.” It is not beneath me to do a postpartum woman’s 
laundry, and I expect the same attitude from my doulas. As a midwife and a 
doula, I am honored to serve women, and I think our clients feel that respect.

—	 Alice	Gilgoff,	 
Director	of	Mother	Nurture	Doula	Service	 
Serving	New	York	City	and	Long	Island

Postpartum	doulas	care	for	the	mother	after	the	birth.	They	are	not	
baby	nurses,	tending	only	to	the	newborn’s	needs,	nor	are	they	maids,	
cleaning	the	new	mother’s	home.	They	are	there	to	support	the	new	
mother.	They	may	do	light	housekeeping,	care	for	young	siblings,	and	
help	prepare	meals.	They	may	help	the	mother	care	for	her	newborn,	
(including	providing	advice	on	breastfeeding	and	caring	for	the	
umbilical	cord	stump),	and	also	help	the	mother	recover	with	exercises	
to contract the uterus and address other postpartum pain. 

A	postpartum	doula’s	main	concern	is	caring	for	mom:	helping	her	to	
establish	breastfeeding,	answering	her	questions,	and	talking	about	the	
birth	or	any	anxieties	surrounding	her	new	role.	A	postpartum	doula	
may	watch	the	baby	so	that	the	mother	can	relax	and	shower.	She	may	
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stay	overnight	to	help	with	feedings	and	calm	a	crying	baby	so	mom	
can	sleep.	She	may	visit	for	several	hours	every	day	for	six	weeks,	or	
only	a	few	hours	every	other	day,	depending	on	the	new	mother’s	need.

Postpartum	doulas	can	attend	workshops	to	develop	their	skills,	or	
they	can	work	based	solely	on	personal	experience	as	a	mother.	They	
may	work	independently	or	for	an	agency.

I find many women want to do this work while their children are young 
because they can say “Yes” or “No” to a job, depending on school schedules. 
(Some want to be off for the summers or holiday breaks.) And also many jobs 
are 4–5 hours a day, so they can be home for their children after school.

—	 Alice	Gilgoff,	 
Director	of	Mother	Nurture	Doula	Service	

Postpartum	doulas	are	 in	high	demand,	and	many	of	 the	birth	
doulas	I	 interviewed	told	me	that	mothers	are	always	asking	for	
recommendations.	They	are	paid	by	the	hour,	and	a	postpartum	doula	
who	takes	on	a	few	clients	per	month	can	contribute	nicely	to	a	family’s	
income.	We’ll	talk	more	about	rates	in	Chapter	8.

1.1.3	 Antepartum	Doula
You develop a very special bond with these families as you help them, not 
just for hours as a labor doula does, but for weeks, sometimes months! Over a 
year later, I sometimes get calls, emails, and photos of the baby or family. You 
really do hold a special place in the family’s heart, and they do for you too.

—	 Wendy	Middleton,	CD,	CPD,	CLE,	ICPE

Every	year	over	700,000	pregnant	women	are	put	on	bed	rest.	In	a	
research	study	on	bed	rest	cited	in	CAPPA	Position	Paper:	Antepartum	
Doula	Support	for	High-Risk	Pregnancies,	only	18	percent	of	women	
felt	they	were	coping	well	emotionally	and	did	not	feel	they	needed	
outside	help.	Even	more	revealing	of	the	great	need	for	antepartum	
doulas;	around	50	percent	of	women	did	not	follow	their	doctor’s	orders	
regarding	bed	rest,	either	because	they	needed	to	take	care	of	themselves	
or	their	families,	or	they	mistakenly	assumed	their	condition	was	better.	

Antepartum	doulas	care	for	the	mother	during	pregnancy.	Usually,	
antepartum	doulas	support	mothers	with	high-risk	pregnancies	who	
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may	or	may	not	be	on	bed	rest.	They	also	support	teenage	mothers,	
women	suffering	 from	severe	morning	sickness,	or	anyone	else	
who	needs	extra	help	during	pregnancy.	Antepartum	doulas,	like	
postpartum	doulas,	do	light	housekeeping,	care	for	young	siblings	and	
help	prepare	meals	when	the	mother	may	be	in	bed	all	or	most	of	the	
day	by	doctor’s	orders.	

An	important	role	of	the	antepartum	doula	is	providing	her	client	with	
emotional	support,	during	what	may	be	one	of	the	most	frightening	and	
confusing	times	of	her	life,	and	providing	information	and	resources	to	
help	the	mother	feel	more	in	control	of	her	situation	to	encourage	her	
to	take	active	steps	in	her	care.	A	mother	who	feels	more	in	control	of	
her	situation,	feels	supported	and	reassured	that	she	is	doing	the	best	
for	her	family	by	resting	and	staying	off	her	feet,	and	has	practical	help	
around	the	house	will	be	more	likely	to	follow	doctor’s	orders	and	thus,	
possibly	improve	the	birth	outcome.	

An	antepartum	doula	may	visit	her	client	for	several	hours	every	day	
until	the	baby’s	birth,	or	only	a	few	hours	every	other	day,	depending	on	
the	mother’s	need.	Some	antepartum	doulas	also	provide	postpartum	
doula	services	after	the	baby	is	born,	and	others	provide	birth	doula	
support as well.

As a birth doula who has supported a large number of high risk pregnancies 
and who specializes in multiples, the antepartum doula was the natural 
service addition I needed for my business. I also felt that there is a large need 
for this in my community and no one filling the void.

—	 Tracey	Ruiz	CLD,	CD	(DONA),	CPD,	CCCE

Antepartum	doulas	can	attend	workshops	to	develop	their	skills,	and	
certification	is	available,	but	optional.	They	can	work	based	solely	on	
personal	experience,	having	experienced	a	high-risk	pregnancy	or	
been	a	teen	mother	themselves,	but	education	through	workshops	
and	extensive	reading	is	usually	needed	to	better	serve	clients	who	are	
experiencing	different	difficulties	in	their	pregnancy.	They	may	work	
independently	or	for	an	agency.
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I was very drawn to the ‘high risk’ woman because of my own birth history 
and when I found out that there was a certification that really focused on this 
subject, I pursued it immediately.

—	 Laura	Dana,	Founding	Member	of	the	Central	
Florida	Birth	Network

Antepartum	doulas	are	new	to	the	doula	scene	and	there’s	little	or	no	
competition in most areas. Because antepartum doulas are so new, 
educating	the	public	of	the	services	provided	by	this	special	type	of	
doula	is	a	big	part	of	becoming	an	antepartum	doula.	

They	are	paid	by	the	hour,	and	an	antepartum	doula	who	takes	on	a	
few	clients	per	month	can	contribute	nicely	to	a	family’s	income.	We’ll	
talk more about rates in Chapter 8.

1.2	 Benefits	of	Being	a	Doula
[A benefit to being a doula is] the good feeling I get when I lay my head on a 
pillow — moms and babies that love me!

—	 Teresa	Howard,	CD	(DONA)

As	I	mentioned	earlier,	doula	work	is	a	calling	for	most	men	and	
women	(yes,	there	are	male	doulas!).	Their	lives	are	enriched	by	their	
work,	and	they	glow	knowing	that	they	have	touched	lives	of	new	
mothers	in	ways	no	one	else	has.	Here	are	more	benefits	to	becoming	
a	doula…

Witnessing	the	Miracle	of	Life

Who	else	is	involved	with	life	on	a	daily	basis?	Doulas,	whether	birth	
or	postpartum,	work	with	new	mothers	and	newborns	on	a	daily	basis.	
They	are	not	doctors	or	nurses,	whose	contact	with	the	mother	and	
child	may	be	minimal.	Doulas	are	truly	involved	with	the	new	family,	
helping	them	make	informed	decisions	and	strengthening	their	family	
ties. 
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Learning	Something	New	with	Every	Client

[A benefit to being a doula is] being able to satisfy my need for learning about 
pregnancy and birth, because no matter how much you know, every birth is 
different.

—	 Jennifer	Rush	CD	(DONA)

Every	birth	and	every	mother	is	different.	No	matter	how	many	births	
you	attend,	and	no	matter	how	many	families	you	help,	you’ll	never	
become	bored.	Doula	work	is	never	stagnant,	and	I	have	yet	to	meet	a	
doula	who	has	become	numb	to	the	tears	of	happiness	shed	by	a	new	
mother	or	father.

Being	Trusted	and	Needed

During	the	birth,	the	mother	depends	on	her	doula	more	than	anyone	
else	in	the	room.	The	following	words	from	Brandy	DeLuca,	a	doula	
working	on	her	certification,	illustrate	the	trust	mothers	have	in	their	
doulas…

 All of a sudden there were six nurses and the OB in the room… and they 
were racing to birth this baby. At this time, I was the only person that my 
client would listen to and it took everything that I had to keep her focused on 
the task at hand. Our eyes never lost each other… I don’t know how many 
times that night I heard her sincere thanks for me being there.

Empowering	Women	in	Birth	and	Motherhood

Mothers	have	lost	their	voice	in	birth	and	motherhood.	At	one	time,	
if	a	mother	wondered	how	to	raise	her	child,	she’d	ask	other	women	
or	follow	her	instincts.	Today,	many	women	have	stopped	listening	to	
their	inner	mothering	voice,	turning	to	parenting	“experts”	instead.	

Doulas	help	the	mother	listen	to	that	voice	inside.	A	doula	reassures	the	
mother	that	she	can	birth	this	baby	naturally,	like	billions	of	mothers	
before	her,	or	for	the	mother	that	needs	medical	support;	a	doula	is	
there to reassure her that her cesarean birth is just as precious as a 
vaginal	birth.	Doulas	also	help	new	mothers	establish	breastfeeding,	a	
job	that	once	belonged	to	grandmothers	and	community	elders.	
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Flexibility

While	doulas	are	on	call	almost	24	hours	a	day	whenever	they	have	
clients,	they	can	decide	to	not	take	any	new	clients	for	months	if	they	
wish.	Doulas	may	serve	five	mothers	every	month,	or	only	take	on	a	
client	or	two	every	other	month.	Postpartum	doulas	have	even	more	
flexibility,	deciding	how	many	clients	and	how	many	hours	they	have	
to commit to new mothers.

Some	birth	doulas	take	a	year	or	more	off	in	order	to	care	for	their	own	
children,	while	others	work	out	childcare	arrangements	so	they	can	still	
take	on	new	clients.	Whatever	your	commitments	may	be,	there	exists	a	
way	to	fit	at	least	some	doula	work	into	your	life.	

These	are	just	a	few	of	the	many	benefits	to	becoming	a	doula.	So,	what	
do	you	think?	Are	you	ready	to	begin	a	career	that	will	change	not	just	
your	life,	but	others’	lives	as	well?

1.3	 Stories	of	Doula	Life
The	best	way	to	decide	if	doula	work	is	for	you	is	to	go	out	there	and	
try	it!	The	second	best	way	is	to	ask	doulas	to	share	their	stories	about	
doula	life…

I had a VBAC [Vaginal Birth After Cesarean] mom who had worked very hard 
to prepare for her labor and delivery. She was [a] super-star! She claimed that 
with doula support it never even occurred to her to request pain [medication]. 
She labored all day and pushed for well over an hour in a squat! As the baby 
was crowning, we helped her back into a semi-sit so she could pull the baby 
out herself. She pulled the baby up onto her chest and said, “Oh Baby! It was 
so worth it!” And covered the baby with kisses.

—	 Lucky	Tomaszek,	CD	(DONA)

My most exciting experience as a doula was the time I had a client who was 
in labor and went to the hospital to get checked; she was about 2 cm dilated. 
The doctor told her to go home because it would be awhile. We labored at 
home for an hour and she wanted to get into the tub. Once she got in, she felt 
like she had to push and me and her husband had to try to get her out of the 
tub and into the car — not an easy task by any means. She thought there was 
no way she could be that far along in dilation, so she panicked and thought 
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something was wrong. We spent the whole ride doing HEE-HEE breathing. 
[We] got to the hospital and she was 8 cm. [dilated]! We were all shocked — 
she delivered a healthy 9 pound girl 30 minutes later.

—	 Jennifer	Rush,	CD	(DONA)

I had a mother recently who wanted a home birth, but she was an insulin-
dependent diabetic. She saw a ‘high-risk’ OB team during pregnancy, and we 
knew that the deck seemed stacked against her. Two of the [three] doctors felt 
she might be better off with an induction and/or cesarean at 37-38 weeks. She 
wanted a very natural birth with no intervention. Thank goodness the other 
doctor was flexible and felt that as long as certain bases were covered, she 
could do whatever she wanted. I helped her to decide when to compromise and 
get what she wanted in the long run. At 38 1/2 weeks, she went into labor 
naturally and had a “natural,” drug-free labor and birthed in an upright, 
squatting position. I think the staff was shocked. It was my most challenging 
doula case so far, but definitely very fulfilling!

—	 Candace	Robinson,	CD	(DONA)

I had [a] single mom once who had chosen to be supported by several other 
women while she labored. She listened to her body, moving from rocker to ball 
to shower. She was amazing at pushing and we rounded up the rest of [the] 
women she wanted present at the time of the birth. As the baby was born, 
this mom was in a semi-sit on the bed, with her mom, the doula (me), her 
massage therapist, two friends from school, a lifelong friend, the midwife, and 
the L&D nurse in a circle around her. We broke into applause when the baby 
was born and served birthday cake!

—	 Lucky	J.	Tomaszek,	CD	(DONA)

The	following	birth	story	was	written	by	Brandy	DeLuca,	a	doula	who	
is	currently	seeking	certification	through	ALACE,	The	Association	of	
Labor	Assistants	and	Childbirth	Educators.	Her	story	has	a	lesson	for	
all	doulas,	new	and	old.	The	lesson	is	so	important,	I	feel	that	every	
person	considering	entering	the	doula	profession	should	read	and	
ponder its message.

Tuesday	evening	I	arrived	at	the	hospital	just	after	the	pitocin	[a	
medication	used	to	speed	labor]	was	started.	My	client	was	in	bed	
and	surrounded	by	her	husband,	sister	and	a	good	friend.	I	thought	to	
myself,	“Great,	a	room	full	of	people,	what	the	heck	am	I	going	to	do?	
Why	am	I	here?”	She	started	complaining	of	painful	contractions,	but	
nothing	was	registering	on	the	[external	fetal	monitor].	The	nurse	even	
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felt	her	abdomen	during	contractions,	and	there	was	no	hardening.	I	
believed	that	she	was	having	them,	and	worked	through	them	with	
her.	We	were	up	every	twenty	minutes	to	use	the	bathroom,	and	
she	was	becoming	increasingly	uncomfortable	and	asking	for	some	
narcotic	pain	relief.	She	was	so	petrified	of	how	much	worse	the	
contractions	would	get,	so	it	took	a	lot	to	get	her	focused	on	dealing	
with	one	contraction	at	a	time.	My	hands	didn’t	leave	her	body	once	
during	this	time	and	she	stared	intently	into	my	eyes	like	a	helpless	
little	girl.	

After	about	an	hour	the	doctor	checked	her	and	said	she	was	3-4	
cm	and	could	have	her	epidural	if	she	wished.	Being	that	it	was	her	
plan	all	along,	this	news	made	her	very	happy.	She	really	had	done	a	
beautiful	job	so	far	and	had	underestimated	herself	tremendously.	The	
nurse	however,	didn’t	call	the	anesthesiologist	for	about	a	half-hour	
and	it	was	another	half-hour	after	that	before	he	arrived…	The	dad	
decided	to	step	out	of	the	room	and	I	was	left	alone	to	support	my	
client	during	the	placement	of	the	epidural.	She	buried	her	head	in	
my	chest	and	I	stroked	her	hair	while	I	talked	about	her	new	baby	that	
would	be	arriving.	

Things	progressed	fairly	quickly	from	there	and	the	entire	time	I	was	
by	her	side.	I	didn’t	open	my	birth	bag	one	single	time.	I	knew	that	
I	was	there	for	other	reasons.	Although	she	had	by	this	time,	four	
friends,	her	sister	and	her	husband,	she	never	took	her	focus	off	of	
me.	The	epidural	was	patchy	and	she	didn’t	receive	full	pain	relief	
until	about	an	hour	after	the	placement.	About	six	hours	after	the	
[induction]	was	started,	she	was	complete,	but	not	quite	ready	to	push.	
They	decided	to	give	the	baby	some	time	to	rotate	and	descend	first.	
She	was	an	expert	pusher,	taking	the	baby	down	a	station	with	each	
set	of	pushes.	Unfortunately,	the	baby	wasn’t	tolerating	the	pushing	
and	the	fetal	heart	tones	were	not	recovering….	All	of	a	sudden	there	
were	six	nurses	and	the	[doctor]	in	the	room	(And	we	didn’t	know	
until	later,	but	they	were	also	all	set	up	for	a	crash	C-section.)	and	they	
were	racing	to	birth	this	baby.	At	this	time,	I	was	the	only	person	that	
my	client	would	listen	to	and	it	took	everything	that	I	had	to	keep	her	
focused	on	the	task	at	hand.	Our	eyes	never	lost	each	other.	Baby	was	
vacuum	extracted	and	was	pink	and	crying	in	no	time	at	all.	[Baby]	
latched	on	[to	breastfeed]	with	no	help	too!	

I	don’t	know	how	many	times	that	night	I	heard	her	sincere	thanks	
for	me	being	there.	I	realized	after	this	birth	that	this	is	exactly	what	
being a doula is all about. I did more emotional support on this birth 
than	the	other	six	[certifying	natural	births]	put	together.	I	truly	think	
she	needed	me	more	than	any	of	my	other	clients	[did].	I	learned	that	
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I	can	have	a	completely	different	philosophy	about	birth,	but	that	
doesn’t	mean	that	I	am	any	less	needed.	I	learned	that	my	desire	to	
birth	naturally	at	home	is	not	shared	by	everyone,	and	their	desires	
and	choices	are	just	as	important	and	as	valid	as	mine.	I	learned	that	
everyone	handles	things	in	their	own	way,	and	there’s	absolutely	
nothing	wrong	with	that.	I	learned	that	I	shouldn’t	judge	a	situation	
before	I’m	actually	in	it.	Although	just	twelve	hours	prior	I	was	
dreading	this	birth,	I	walked	away	with	more	lessons	in	my	pocket	
than	I	could	have	asked	for.	During	this	birth,	I	was	truly	mothering	
the	mother.”

You	have	reached	the	end	of	the	free	sample	of	the	FabJob Guide to 
Become a Doula. You	can	find	the	most	recently	updated	informa-
tion	for	this	career	in	the	Doula	Business	Owner	Certificate	Course 
offered	by	International	Association	of	Professions	Career	College	
(also	known	as	IAP	Career	College)	at	iapcollege.com. Visit Doula	
Business	Owner	Certificate	Course	to	learn	more.

http://www.fabjob.com
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/doula-business-owner-certificate-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program-category/certificate-courses-online/
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https://www.iapcollege.com/program/doula-business-owner-certificate-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/doula-business-owner-certificate-course/


Get	a	Doula	Business	Owner	Certificate

The	next	time	someone	asks	you	“Why	should	I	hire	you	for	your	
dream	career?”	or	“What	are	your	credentials?”	imagine	being	
able	to	say:	“I	am	a	trained	professional	with	a	certificate	from	the	
International	Association	of	Professions	Career	College!”
A	certificate	from	the	International	Association	of	Professions	
Career	College	may	give	you:
•	 Respect	as	a	professional	plus	a	sense	of	confidence	and	
achievement

•	 A	competitive	advantage	when	marketing	your	services
•	 A	credential	for	your	resume	when	applying	for	employment
•	 Assurance	to	clients	of	your	professionalism	and	evidence	
of	your	expertise

•	 Higher	earnings	(according	to	the	U.S.	Bureau	of	Labor	
Statistics	publication	Certificates:	A	fast	track	to	careers)

This	part-time	6-week	course	is	open	to	students	anywhere	in	the	
world	and	is	offered	online,	allowing	you	to	earn	a	Doula	Business	
Owner	Certificate	from	the	comfort	of	your	own	home.
If	you	enjoyed	this	sample	guide,	you	can	receive	the	complete	
guide	as	an	online	textbook	when	you	register	for	the	course.	You	
will	also	receive	access	to	the	comprehensive,	self-directed	online	
Doula	Business	Owner	Certificate	Course,	a	faculty	member	who	
can	provide	you	with	personal	teaching	assistance	and	career	
advice,	a	beautiful	professional	Doula	Business	Owner	Certificate	
upon	successful	completion	of	the	course,	and	more.
Visit the Doula	Business	Owner	Certificate	Course page on the 
IAP	Career	College	website	for	more	information	and	to	register.	

https://www.iapcollege.com/program/doula-business-owner-certificate-course/


• Antiques Shop Owner
• Art Gallery Owner
• Bakery Owner
• Bar Owner
• Bed and Breakfast Owner
• Book Editor
• Book Publisher
• Bookkeeper
• Bookstore Owner
• Boutique Owner
• Brewery Owner
• Bridal Salon Owner
• Business
• Business Analyst
• Business Consultant
• Business Ethics
• Cake Decorator
• Candy Store Owner
• Cannabis Business Owner
• Career Coach
• Caterer
• Chocolate Shop Owner
• Cleaning Business Owner
• Closet Organizer
• Coffee House Owner
• Craft Store Owner
• Dance Studio Owner
• Daycare Owner
• Death Doula

• Digital Marketing
• Dog Daycare Owner
• Dog Walker
• Doula Business Owner
• Economics
• End-of-Life Doula
• Errand Assistant
• Etiquette Consultant
• Event Planner
• Executive Assistant
• Executive Coach
• Fashion Accessories Store 

Owner
• Fashion Designer
• Feng Shui Consultant
• Fitness Club Owner
• Florist
• Freelance Writer
• Genealogist
• Gift Basket Business 

Owner
• Gift Shop Owner
• Gourmet Food Store  

Owner
• Graphic Designer
• Hair Salon Owner
• Handyman Business 

Owner
• Happiness Coach

Visit iapcollege.com for more dream careers!
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• Home Decor Store Owner
• Home Stager
• Human Resources 

Consultant
• Ice Cream Shop Owner
• Image Consultant
• Interior Decorator
• Interior Redesigner
• Jewelry Designer
• Landscape Company 

Owner
• Life Coach
• Lifestyle Expert
• Makeup Artist
• Management
• Management Consultant
• Matchmaker
• Motivational Speaker
• Nail Salon Owner
• New Age Store Owner
• Non-Profit Business  

Owner
• Office Manager
• Organic Farmer
• Party Planner
• Party Store Owner
• Personal Assistant
• Personal Chef
• Personal Concierge
• Personal Shopper
• Personal Trainer
• Pet Hotel Owner
• Pet Sitter
• Pet Spa Owner
• Professional Organizer

• Professional Photographer
• Project Manager
• Psychology
• Public Relations  

Consultant
• Relationship Coach
• Restaurant Owner
• Sales Professional
• Secondhand Store Owner
• Social Entrepreneur
• Social Media Consultant
• Sociology
• Spa Owner
• Stationary Store Owner
• Tea Room Owner
• Teacher of English as a 

Foreign Language
• Time Management
• Travel Consultant
• Virtual Assistant
• Web Designer
• Wedding Planner
• Weight Loss Center 

Owner
• Wellness Coach
• Wine Store Owner
• Winery Owner
• Yoga Studio Owner
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https://www.iapcollege.com/program/party-planner-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/party-store-owner-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/personal-assistant-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/personal-chef-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/personal-concierge-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/personal-shopper-course/
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https://www.iapcollege.com/program/stationery-store-owner-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/tea-room-owner-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/teacher-of-english-as-a-foreign-language-certificate-course-online/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/teacher-of-english-as-a-foreign-language-certificate-course-online/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/time-management-coach-certificate-course-online/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/travel-consultant-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/virtual-assistant-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/web-designer-certificate-course-online/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/wedding-planner-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/weight-loss-center-owner-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/weight-loss-center-owner-course/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/wellness-coach-certificate-course-online/
https://www.iapcollege.com/program/wine-store-owner-course/
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https://www.iapcollege.com/program/yoga-studio-certificate-course
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